ADDITIONAL HOME STORAGE INFORMATION



We do have all the items listed on the order form at the Home Storage Center area of
Provident Living.



The pricing is the same as we get the pricing from SLC.



We now have #10 cans of dry carrots $10.25 each with 2.8 lbs or a case of 6 for $61.50.



We also now carry a water bottle with a filter for $14.00 and extra filters for $6.00
each. These filter up to 200 gallons of water and remove 99.9% of contaminants.



In mid April we will start to get all of the beans & onions in #10 cans and will no longer
have them in bulk once we sell out. Until then we do have them in bulk. We do not have
the pricing on these items yet.



As far as large orders are concerned, it might be good to call ahead. Especially if you are
traveling a long distance. If the Wards wanted to place a large order, please call 2 weeks
ahead to place the order from when the order is needed. That way we can be sure to have
everything here for the Wards. We get a truck from Hermiston, OR usually twice a
month.



The order forms do not reflect some new things we have. (I think) this is because the
form will undergo many changes as the bulk items go into #10 cans in March. We should
have the new canned items & pricing in mid April.



We will only carry red & white wheat in bulk from that time forward.



Packaged items are in #10 cans & Mylar pouches. Both come cased in boxes. Items in
pouches are: hot cocoa, non fat dry milk, pancake mix, & potato pearls. These items
come in pouches because the shelf life is shorter. Everything else is in #10 cans.



Bulk items are listed on the price sheet you have from online. They are 25# & 35#
bags as noted on that list. Onions & carrots now come in bulk in boxes. FYI: once we get
the new items I listed above, we will no longer have them in bulk.



The yearly food storage amount poster sent give food storage amounts for a single person

Please let us know if you have any other questions. The questions are helpful to all of us.
Thank you for all you do to help the families prepare .
Elder Ron & Sister Donna DeMarcus/Elder Richard & Sister Karen Bell

